Absolute gravimeter uses optical interferometry to measure the trajectory of the free-falling body in vacuum and gets the best estimate of the gravity acceleration by least squares fitting calculation. In this paper, polynomial fitting is used to suppress the common drift of the interference fringe and the trajectory reconstruction of the free-falling body is realized by using the method of linear interpolation zero-crossing detection. The uncertainty of the measurement introduced by this method is analyzed in detail and the results show that with the maximum frequency of the interference fringes f 0 =4.17MHz and sampling rate f s =83.3MHz, the gravity acceleration measurement uncertainty introduced is 0.19μGal(μGal=10 -8 m/s 2 ).
INTRODUCTION
The gravitational field is the basic geophysical field which reflects the internal material structure and its changes of the Earth. The dynamic monitoring data of gravity field is the foundation of scientific research and application. Time or location dependent gravity variations give important information for earthquake forecasting and prediction, geoscientific research, resource exploration and gravity navigation [1] [2] [3] . For example, the sea level rising which is seen as a direct proof of global warming is usually provided by the tide station. However, it can only provide a relative height to the ground plane of the observation station, so it is necessary to monitor the absolute change of sea level by monitoring the crustal elevation of the tide station with high precision absolute gravity measurements [4] . At the same time, the measurement value of gravity acceleration is playing an increasingly important role in metrology. As an example, the watt balance experiment can be used to redefine the mass unit, kilogram, by comparing electrical and mechanical forces in a local gravity field. In this effort, the gravitational acceleration with accuracy better than 10 -8 needs to be known [5] .
The absolute gravimeter based on the optical interference method can achieve high-precision measurement of gravity acceleration and meets the needs [6] [7] [8] . A Michelson interferometer is used to detect the movement of the freefalling body in vacuum environment. The free-falling body with a backward reflector (usually a cube-corner prism) acts as the measuring arm in Michelson interferometer and the reference arm is consisted of a reference backward reflector suspended from the ultra-low frequency vertical vibration isolation system. The interference fringes are generated as the optical path length between the measuring arm and the reference arm is changed while the backward reflector is freely falling. The frequency of the interference fringes gradually increase with the increasing falling velocity of the backward reflector. The distance-time data of the free-falling body can be reconstructed by the interference fringes and the optimal estimation of absolute gravity acceleration is calculated by using the least square method with the free fall motion model. According to the information extraction method, the distance-time data can be divided into equal in time and equal in distance. A linear interpolation zero-crossing detection method is provided to reconstruct the trajectory of the freefalling body by using the data equal in distance below.
DATA PROCESSING IN ABSOLUTE GRAVIMETER
In the testing process of optical interferometric absolute gravimeter, the velocity of the free-falling body increases with the falling distance, and the frequency of interference fringes increases correspondingly. According to the optical interference theory, a complete interference fringe can be generated while the free-falling body passing through a displacement of half the laser wavelength, so the frequency of interference fringes ν is: . As an industry standard, a sampling rate of at least 7 times the measured frequency is suggested. This means that the sampling rate of the digitizing card should be a minimum 30MHz. A high performance digitizing PCI card of 83.3MHz sampling rate is used in our experiment. In order to obtain the absolute gravity acceleration, the following steps shown in figure 1 are required to produce the interference fringes generated by the free-falling body. (1) The interference fringes are converted into electrical signals using the photoelectric detector, and then perform flow pressure conversion and signal amplification.
(2) High-speed data acquisition card is used for analog-to-digital conversion and store digital signals.
(3) The digital signals are processed by the zero crossing detection method, and the distance-time data of the free-falling body is accurately measured.
(4) The distance-time data is brought into the free falling motion model and use the least square method to obtain the optimal estimation of gravity acceleration.
COMMON MODE ERROR SUPPRESSION
During the gravity test, the bracket accelerates downward to release the free-falling body (a cube-corner prism acts as the backward reflector), which causes it to rotate, as shown in figure 2. According to the properties of the cube-corner prism, the output laser has the same direction as the incident laser and a horizontal displacement come into being while the prism rotates. This leads to the overall drift of the interference fringes and the intensity of the interference light changed. A polynomial fitting method can be used to eliminate the overall drift of interference fringes caused by the rotation of the free-falling body. Suppose the interference fringe amplitude ( ) U t in the gravity test is:
Where ( ) f t , changing over time, is the intensity drift of the interference light. 0
A and ( ) interference fringes of the free-falling body are divided into N groups, and the mean values of each set of data are obtained respectively. Then, the polynomial fitting is performed using the mean values, and ( ) f t , the relation between intensity drift of the interference over time, is obtained. Finally, the non-drift interference fringe curve of zero symmetry
⎦ can be obtained by using formula (2). Interference light intensity drift caused by the rotation of the free-falling body Figure 3 is the fitting curve adopted in the two groups of gravity test experiments, in which the five-degree polynomial is adopted and the fitting formula is: 
( ) f t at a t a t a t a t a
Where, 1 2 6 , , , a a a L are the fitting parameters. Table 1 shows the fitting parameters of the two groups of the gravity test experiments. As can be seen from figure 3 , the overall drift of the interference fringe is less than 1mV, far less than 150mV, the peak-to-peak value of the interference fringe, which proves that the falling body has a stable release process and little rotation is introduced. Compared with the linear fitting, polynomial fitting can effectively eliminate the test error introduced by interference fringe drift [9] .
EXTRACTION OF DISTANCE-TIME DATA OF THE FREE-FALLING BODY
As a variety of noises are mixed into the interference fringes, in order to ensure the accuracy of calculation, the trajectory of the free-falling body is reconstructed by calculating the maximum slope of the interference signal, i.e., extracting the zero point position and time. In the following part, the distance-time data of the free-falling body is solved by using linear interpolation zero crossing detection method. The interference signal collected by the high-speed data acquisition card is a discrete signal which is the amplitude of interference fringes at equal time intervals, as shown in Figure 4 . The sampling frequency is set as s f and assume that i U and 1 i U + are two sampling points before and after the fringe crossing zero, which satisfy the following formula:
The two points before and after the zero point of the interference fringe are detected by Equation (4), and then the time of the zero point is obtained by the linear interpolation of two points before and after it:
Where 1
is the sampling period, i t is the time corresponding to the amplitude i U and it can be calculated by the following formula:
The exact time of zero point can be obtained by equation (5) and equation (6) . According to the principle of interference, a complete interference fringe is generated each distance 2 λ when the free-falling body is falling, and the displacement of the free-falling body between k zero points can be calculated by:
The time and displacement of the zero point in the interference fringe can be obtained by equations (5) and (7), and the trajectory of the free-falling body can also be obtained. Then the best estimate of absolute gravity acceleration can be achieved using the least square method with the free fall motion model.
Although the accuracy of the linear interpolation zero crossing detection method is much higher than the other methods used in data progressing in absolute gravimeter, there is time detection error introduced and ultimately the gravity acceleration test results are affected by it. The error of the linear interpolation zero crossing detection method is analyzed in detail as shown in Figure 7 . 
The distance between the zero point ( 0 * ) detected using the linear interpolation zero crossing detection method and the actual zero point (0) is a function of τ as follow equation.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, polynomial fitting is used to suppress common drift of the interference fringe and the trajectory reconstruction of free-falling body is realized by using the method of linear interpolation zero-crossing detection. The uncertainty of the measurement introduced by this method is analyzed in detail and the results show that with the maximum frequency of the interference fringes f 0 =4.17MHz and sampling rate f s =83.3MHz, the measurement uncertainty introduced by this algorithm is 0.19μGal.
